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2021 INCLUSION ART SHOW 
ARTIST BIOGRAPHIES (click on any artist’s name to find out more 

information about them)

Alternatives Gallery and 
Studio 

Chris Tsen 
Darren Lowe 
Deidre Snow 
Fariha Farhat 

Delenn Schoeber 
Heather Kingsbury 
Jessica McDaniel 

Judy Chow 
Mark Wolak 
Marty Wong 
Mary Tang 

Richard Wong 
Sally Zhou 

Samira D’Souza 
Sharon Bessey 

Tanya Kwan 
Tina Parris 

Kiersten Halford 
Kage Torres-Kim 

 

Art Hive 
Alisa Polsky 

Harriet Kositsky 
Melissa Kalla 
Paul Leighton 

 

Artists Helping Artists 
Rosie Lam 

Michael Cutting 
Lorraine Chomechko 

Diane Martin 
Fernanda Gonzalez 

Chris Billinger 
 

Developmental 
Disabilities Association 

Andrew Jackson 
Lenny Law 

Drew Steele 
Willie Amero 
Frank Spatari 

Sam Lai 
Kenneth Mane 

Jeremy Richardson 
Jamie Dri 
Lucy Lam 
Calvin Ho 

Timothy Phan 
Nana Yu 

Radmilo Radic 
Amy Hogben 

Matthew Tom-Wing 
Nick Cheng 

William Asseltine 
Simon Gardiner 

George Soika 
Jerome Cousineau 

Shirley Tam 
Mark Li 

Scott Foster 
Andrew Cathers 

Josiah Lam 
 

Inclusion Langley 
David Carins 

Bobby Brewster 
Violet Campbell 

Stanley Hernberg 
Jeannette Lavallee 

Karina DuPaul 
Grace Klemm 

 

posAbilities 
Aegis West 
Emily Chong 

Josiah Simpson 
Leo Yamamoto 

Buckingham House 
Kandy Kane 
Wally Jang 
Can Do 

Harjit Aujila 
Lakeside 
Lori Watt 
Limitless 

Nial Estella 
Piriyanthan Parameswaran 

Rachelle DeSousa 
Ysmael Marquez 

Richmond Social Network 
Alex Kariotis 

Audrey Bytelaar 
Cullen Yee 

Daisy Stephens 
Jotti Leihl 
Neema Lal 

Paco Liu 
Roots 

Fanny Chong 
Larissa Shun 

Rosemont House 
Sarah V.E. Menard 

Supported Living Network 
Steven Farr 

 

PotteryWorks 
Ashlyn Stephens 
Barbara Carter 

Colleen Yip 
Dan Tell 

Geoffrey Lee 
James Lash 
Jesse Fields 

Linda Raudonus 
Rob Bell 

Ryley Jensen Fisk 
Linda Shier 
Mark Pacey 

Sangeeta Rehki 
Sheri Lynn Seitz 
Siobhan Harris 

Akim Zongo 
Tom Mackie 

 

 
Richmond Society for 

Community Living 
Abigayle Vallance 

Alysha Jutha 
Brian Nguyen 

Cathy Shannon 
Edilyn Marollano 

Gabby Lam 
Grace Tang 

Karen Kehoe 



Katelyn McPhedrian 
Kevin Lee 

Lindsay Mohninger 
Magnus Batara 

Marni Zimmerman 
Melody Edgars 

Michael Wilson Conn 
Niccole Putsey 

Rachael Matthewson 
Ryan Li 

Shawn May 
Sheryl Jaud 

Sophia Woolgar 
Vicki Himmelbauer 

 

Studio 73 
Abdi 

Ashley Dheil 
Carrie Billow 

Cheyenne Hare 
Faiza 

Fatima Khan 
Harpreet Arneja 

Kurt Linke 

Mridu Sood 
Rachel 

Renu Shamby 
 

Vicuña 
Alex White 

Angela Mounce 
Aurel Popovici 

Brittany Tunshell 
Calum Matheson 
Cathy Gunnewig 

Cheryl Kerpan 
Christina Hooge 

Eric Darville 
H.S. 

Jairus Farano 
Jessica Bailuk 

Jessie Edgington 
Jimmy Kshanowski 

Kai Chow 
Karla Sarradet 

Kyla Aroujo 
Leigh-Anne Lytle 
Lindsay Andersen 

Loni Neville 
Mathew Szabo 

McKenna Croteau 
Natasha Dusault 

Nicole Locke 
Shane Sauer 

S. H. 
Sherie Greenwood 
Tammy Roantree 

 

Independent Artists 
A.J. Brown 

Bart Vulliamy 
Daryl Dickson 

Derek Armstrong 
Linda Edens 

Mikaela Zitron 
Rebecca Nosella 

Rickie Sugars 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Alternatives Gallery and Studio 
 

Alternative Creations Studio, located in East Vancouver, is a collective that supports artists with 

developmental disabilities. Our studio provides the opportunity for artists to hone their skills, working 

both figuratively and abstractly and sometimes the space in between. Since 2013, our focus has been 

to enrich the lives of our artists, their families and the broader community. We pride ourselves on 

collaborating in like-minded initiatives, sharing studio space, and connecting with the wider public by 

hosting community workshops and other events. Through art, we create space for an inclusive 

community. Here is a glimpse of the work we do: Building a Community Through Art 

Alternative Creations Studio is an art studio supported by www.posAbilities.ca. 

 

Contact Information 

Website: www.alternativesart.ca  

Email: alternatives@posabilities.ca 

Phone: (604) 322-0585 

 

This year’s participating Artists are: 

Chris Tsen 
 

Chris Tsen’s work seems to value process over product. Slow repetitions 

and gradual developments of gesture give his process a meditative 

quality. Color is applied in almost web-like patterns that often overtake 

the surface of the work, at other times the patterns remain suspended in 

nearly static formations of densely applied color hanging in fields of empty 

space. His work is about his overall experience. It concerns his feelings of 

happiness, and his sensations of the space he works in. It is about the 

colors, the light, the smells, the time of day, the ceiling and the floor, the 

walls and the windows, the table, the sky and the music. 

 

Darren Lowe 
Much of Darren Lowe’s work is concerned with the joyful expression of the 

popular culture he grew up with, including films such as Grease and musical 

artists such as Michael Jackson and Patti Smith. He also has a fondness for 

illustrating animals, especially elephants. His work also relates to memory, 

and the tendency of memories to be all at once intense, at times 

involuntary, and also fleeting. This sometimes gives his work a distorted 

and at times deconstructed and dreamlike quality. 

https://vimeo.com/372718550
http://www.posabilities.ca/
http://www.alternativesart.ca/
mailto:alternatives@posabilities.ca


Deidre Snow 
Deidre has an outgoing attitude and an active social life. The joy and energy 

of her lifestyle comes out in her art, which often includes drawings and 

paintings of hearts, home-made cards, paper flowers, as well as abstract 

paintings. The paintings often feature the use of multi-colored, thickly 

poured, splattered, smeared and otherwise manipulated paint. It is often 

thickly applied to the canvas without brushes, relying instead on blow 

dryers, scraping devices, pouring implements, and her bare hands. There is 

a relishing of the material properties of the paint, and an emphasis on 

process over product, a vital impulse to continually explore the qualities of 

the paint itself. 

 

Fariha Farhat 
Fariha Farhat describes herself as, “a happy human” and her drawings as, 

“fancy words like a poem”. She likes “blue – because of the sky and 

swimming in the ocean, and pink – because it is the universal of love”. 

Fariha is known for her drawings of “sensoory” boats. She describes every 

boat as having, “lots of colors and containing every life in the water”. Some 

of her favorite things are pop music, camping, stretching, Chinese horror 

movies, and family time. She believes that “a good person is like a butterfly, 

laughing is good for the heart, and all people are important”. 

 

 

Delenn Schoeber 
Delenn is a creator of fantastical worlds. Each canvas tells a story. Winged 

creatures against detailed landscapes transport viewers into her rich inner 

world. As a natural storyteller, each piece is character driven. Beginning with 

a sketch of the creature, she lets her imagination build the world around it. 

In addition to drawing and painting, Delenn writes murder mysteries 

featuring fearless female characters. When she is not creating, she enjoys 

spending time outdoors with her family capturing the outdoors with her 

camera. She is always gathering information and inspiration for her next 

story. 

 

Heather Kingsbury 
 

Heather draws and paints what she loves. Her work features flowers, cats, and 

various shades of purple. She often works by breaking down images carefully 

re-constructing them piece by piece to create a completed work. Through this 

meditative collage process, Heather is able to slow down and bring order to a 

loud, chaotic world. Recently Heather has also been using her iPad camera to 

amass a small archive of photos, which is still finding its direction. When she is 

not making art, she enjoys shopping, going on walks, and collecting items that 

make her happy. 



 

 

Jessica McDaniel 

Jessica McDaniel’s vibrant line art drawings and paintings of smiling animals 

transport viewers into her whimsical world. Describing herself and her art as, 

“happy, happy, happy”, Jessica transmits her gleeful personality into her art 

through bright colors, bold shapes, and bunnies named, “Lucky”. When she 

is not making art, Jessica enjoys going out with her family and friends, and 

dancing to Michael Jackson. 

 

Judy Chow 
Judy’s artistic work often relates to her sense of time, space, and place. This 

finds its clearest expression in her passion for creatively copying schedules 

and lists related to her life. She finds immense meaning in these tokens of 

the day to day rhythms and routines, as well as the more exceptional events 

punctuating everyday life. Lists of the names of important people in her life, 

creative reproductions of daily schedules, holiday themed cards, group 

projects and spontaneous bursting into song encompasses much of her 

creative output. 

 

 

Mark Wolak 
A calm, thoughtful observer, Mark paints and draws his impressions of the 

world around him and channels aspects of his personality. Mark and his work 

have a great stillness. Formally, his work often looks very clean, deliberate and 

symmetrical, conveying a visual feeling of stability. With his attention to detail 

and nature-inspired, yet simplified color palette, Mark’s artwork invites 

viewers to pause and appreciate the beauty of their surroundings, as well as, 

meditate on the abstract purity of his art’s forms and colors. When he is not 

creating art, Mark finds joy in going for walks, watching cooking shows, going 

to the movies and listening to music. 

 

Marty Wong 
Marty Wong has an intense interest in music and movies that comes out in 

his art. He loves the sounds, the looks, and the celebrity culture around the 

music. He often depicts rock stars and other celebrities in his work. Marty 

also dreams of learning to play the guitar and having a rock band of his own 

one day. At Alternatives his preferred mediums are painting and drawing, 

and he is also known as an actor with the Stage Door Theatre Troupe. At 

Stage Door he has often played larger than life characters and occasionally 

musicians, performing his parts with a lot of gusto. 

 



Mary Tang 
 

 

Mary creates art viscerally. With an affinity for beading, painting, and 

textured materials, Mary enjoys working with her hands, so she can feel their 

qualities as she works. Featuring flowers, Asian architecture, and various 

shades of red, Mary’s work reflects what inspires her. When Mary is not 

creating art, she enjoys shopping for jewelry and clothes, traveling to Hong 

Kong, and spending time with her family. 

 

 

 

 

Richard Wong 
 

Richard describes his world as full of colors that make him happy. Every 

color evokes a different sense and emotion. His work is characterized by 

brightly colored shapes, faces, and happy smiles. When Richard is not 

creating, he enjoys walking around the city, enjoying the fresh air, seeing 

flowers, hearing music, and tasting coffee. 

 

 

 

 

 

Sally Zhou 
Sally Zhou has a strong sense of aesthetics, ranging from the clothing and 

makeup she wears, to her deliberate and thoughtful use of line, shape and 

color in her work. She often works with watercolors and markers and likes 

to use heavier, more textured papers, which gives her work a certain 

softness but, also a material richness. She finds beauty in fashion, flowers, 

butterflies and the, “sweet fragrance” of roses. Some of her favorite subject 

matter includes flowers, leaves, pretty colors, fruit, faces, make-up and 

cakes. 

 

Samira D’Souza 
Samira D’Souza is happiest working in bright open spaces full of people and 

music. Her love of nature and people is expressed through her watercolor 

drawings and paintings of brightly colored flowers and dreamlike 

landscapes. Friends and family are important to her. When Samira is not 

drawing or painting she enjoys spending time with her family, singing and 

dancing. 



 

Sharon Bessey 
Sharon loves to express herself through writing and visual art, sometimes 

combining them. She draws and paints what brings her joy; one of her greatest 

passions is cartooning. Sharon has also been writing her interests in a 

biographical way and producing drawings to accompany the writings, including 

depictions of her time in elementary school, Neil Diamond, Daniel Sedin of the 

Vancouver Canucks, and the penguins at the Vancouver Aquarium. 

 

 

 

 

Tanya Kwan 
In the studio, Tanya Kwan expresses herself through color and movement. 

Using vibrant reds and swift, energized strokes, Tanya’s work captures the 

spontaneity of her motions .With an affinity towards texture, her layered 

paint and paper collages provide a tangible record of her tactile experiences 

with each medium. Tanya values the friendships she has made being part 

of the studio. When she is not creating art, she enjoys spending time 

outdoors with people, playing sports and participating in the Special 

Olympics. 

 

Tina Parris 
Inspired by fame and fashion, Tina Parris’ art commands attention. Featuring 

bold colors, shapes, and patterns, Tina dresses each canvas for the runway. In 

addition to designing, Tina is passionate about producing. When she is not 

creating, she is planning all details of her future fashion shows from casting 

and photography to catering and contracts. Outside of the fashion world, Tina 

enjoys going shopping, cooking, and baking with her mom. 

 

 

Kiersten Halford 
Kiersten Halford creates enchanted worlds alive with music and friendship. 

She treats every canvas with great importance as they are used to tell epic 

adventures of magical creatures in mystical lands. Ethereal watercolours 

contrasted by sharp black lines and bright colours reflect the fantastical 

process in which she creates them. Narrating and singing as she works, 

Kiersten gives all of her pieces unique lives and voices, including her art 

materials. Carefully adding final touches to make every animal and blade of 

grass special, she acts as both their creator and their friend. When Kiersten 

is not creating, she enjoys playing guitar and camping with her family where 

she can sleep in the forest under the stars. 

 



Kage Torres-Kim 
Quiet and focused, Kage draws his inspiration from media viewed on his 

iPad. Some of his favorite things to draw include anime and manga, in 

some cases creating his own combinations of related characters, but also 

variations on pre-existing subject matter. Kage wants to increase his 

animation skills and dreams of doing things such as game design and 

creating new anime and manga comics and drawings. Kage is also 

interested in incorporating manga and anime in other kinds of art here at 

the studio. When he is not creating or viewing anime and manga, Kage 

swims, skates, plays videogames and loves hanging out with his pet dogs 

at home. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Art Hive 
Art Hive celebrates the strengths and creative capacities of individuals and communities. It is a group 

that gets together once a week for guided activities or self-directed art making in a number of art 

forms. It’s a great place for people to discover their inner artist!  

 

This year’s participating Artists are: 

Alisa Polsky 

Harriet Kositsky  

Melissa Kalla 

Paul Leighton 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Artists Helping Artists 
A.H.A. (which stands for Artists Helping Artists) is an art studio collective where individuals of all 

abilities and skill levels are encouraged to come together to make art of all kinds!  We provide artists 

with studio space, affordable materials and the opportunity to pursue their aspirations concerning 

artistic expression. 

 

This year’s participating Artists are:  

 

Rosie Lam 

Michael Cutting 

Lorraine Chomechko 

Diane Martin 

Fernanda Gonzalez 

Chris Billinger 
 

Contact Information 

Website: https://www.ahaburnaby.ca/ 

Email: ahaburnaby@gobaci.com 

Phone: (778) 892-3722 

 

 

 

https://www.ahaburnaby.ca/
mailto:ahaburnaby@gobaci.com


Developmental Disabilities Association 
Contact information: 

Email: harthur@develop.bc.ca 

Phone: (604) 322-0052 

This year’s participating Artists are: 

Andrew Jackson 
Andrew is a Vancouver based visual artist. Andrew became interested in art this past year. It began as 

a distraction and a way to think about something else besides Covid, during difficult, isolating times. 

His paintings explore a whimsical window into the madcap world of cats. Andrew creates and shares 

a quirky, upside-down world of fun and humour, using colour and pattern. Andrew hopes to have a 

cat of his own one day. 

Lenny Law  
“I am an ordinary person living independently day to day. I have experienced personally how easy it 

can be to lose housing. It was really hard. I am an outgoing guy, but I am shy. I like to work with my 

hands. Making art makes me happy. A friend encouraged me to try art. I really like painting and I can 

draw and paint very well.  I have people who love me and care about me. Art helps me focus and think 

about other things when life gets me down. I am a big sports fan and I have a great sense of humour.” 

Lenny Law is a Vancouver based visual artist.  

Drew Steele 
I like everything about art and making lots of different things. I am happy to be in an art class. I liked 

doing art at high school. My brother was an artist as well- I miss him very much. My favourite colour 

is red. I really enjoy painting flowers and landscapes. I enjoy painting and I am inspired by Picasso! I 

was very proud to be asked to paint with my friend Joy on a vintage paddle as part of ‘Paddles for 

Africa’ fundraiser. Our paddle was exhibited and sold.  Bowling is my favourite thing outside of art. I 

like taking care of my mum and taking her out shopping. I have lots of friends at DDA. I am also a 4 

time Uncle! 

Willie Amero 
Willie enjoys exploring independently and practicing various approaches always respecting whatever 

medium he is working in. He experiments with camera angles and composition, often searching for 

subjects that contain architecture, nature, or strong design elements. 

Frank Spatari 
I was alone a lot this year. I was lucky, my program provided outreach activities and I went for a lot of 

walks and outdoor outings. That was really nice and made me feel less lonely. I see my friends on 

zoom. I had never taken a zoom class before. I enjoy talking to my friends on zoom. I have not been 

able to see my family as much this year as I normally do. My brother in law has not been well. I have 

a very nice sister, she helps me go grocery shopping. I miss seeing her in person. She phones me to 

see how I am doing and we talk. I enjoy going to art shows and I love painting I am excited to be in an 

art show this year. 

Sam Lai 
Sam is new to art class and loves to create wonderful paintings. 

Kenneth Mane 
I recently graduated from high school. I enjoy drawing, painting and doing puzzles. 

mailto:harthur@develop.bc.ca


 

Jeremy Richardson 
I love painting. I find it relaxing. My painting has been getting better over time. I really love cats and I 

like to paint them. I think of Minky, my cat. My cat is black and white.  

Jamie Dri 
I like art. I am enjoying learning new painting styles and new arts and crafts techniques. I take art 

classes and I do art independently at home. I think I would like to try doing new harder, larger and 

more realistic paintings with acrylic on canvas. I like to draw and paint. I also like classic cartoons. I 

want people to think “Wow, that is really challenging” when they see my art work. 

Lucy Lam 
Lucy started making art as a teenager. She likes colouring, having her nails done and getting her hair 

styled. Lucy creates her art at Grandview Day Program.   

Calvin Ho 
I like art and I am a terrific dancer. I like to paint and draw and I enjoy working with clay. 

Timothy Phan 
I am interested in historical Chinese dramas. I like to draw scenes from old chines operas. I am creative 

and like to experience new things.  One of my favorite things that I have learned this past year is 

making specialty coffees. A lot of my activities stopped last March. I miss spending time with my 

friends. My dream in life is to get a job in a restaurant. 

Nana Yu 
I enjoy painting. My mother and sister are artists. I am an artist! I can’t wait to show my mother my 

paintings. I have many friends. My father is very encouraging and supportive of my art work. He is 

proud of me. 

Radmilo Radic 
Radmilo has a mischievous sense of humour and a keen interest in friendship and talking with friends. 

He is a lifelong supporter of the Special Olympics and enjoyed being a part of a bowling team at 

Grandview lanes for decades and socializing with his team mates. He enjoys painting and has created 

art works with both clay and paint. 

Amy Hogben  
My life has changed a lot. I moved to Vancouver from Montreal. I have family and friends. I am making 

a new life for myself. I am brave and I am making new friends. Special Olympics is very important to 

me! I am both an athlete and an artist! 

Matthew Tom-Wing 
I am an actor. I starred in a play at the Push Festival. I am talented. I like to do art. I am a musician and 

I play in a band. 

Nick Cheng 
Sometimes I paint. It is fun 

William Asseltine 
I like to make masks out of clay. 



 

Simon Gardiner 
I really enjoy working in clay. I am the master of my clay. I am proud of my art work. I love the Simpsons 

and I am learning to draw and paint. 

George Soika 
I have friends and people who love me and I enjoy being able to invite them to an art show. I like to 

work with clay. I like to make jewelry and candles for my friends. Art makes me happy. 

Jerome Cousineau 
I love art and painting and photography. I like thinking about landscapes and music and colour. It is all 

art to me. I like to paint landscapes from Quebec and the colours of the sky. I speak French you know! 

Shirley Tam 
Shirley is a Vancouver based visual artist who creates her art at home and at the DDA art program. 

She is inspired by Anime classic cartoons. Shirley grew up in Vancouver watching Sailor Moon cartoons 

with her friends. She finds inspiration in nature and in Anime. When not making art, Shirley loves 

bowling and spending time with her friends and family. 

Mark Li 
It has been a lonely year. I miss my friends. I see and talk to my friends on zoom. I miss how things 

were before. I go for walks with my mother and I go for walks with my friends in the neighborhood, 

and we walk their dog. The dog is called Chalmers! I am lucky I live with my family and I have their love 

and support. I miss going to church in person. There is no church on Sunday, now church is on zoom. 

I miss my friends. It has been a very lonely year. It's hard to keep in touch by email. Sometimes when 

I talk to my friends on zoom I can see their cats. I like kittens and cats. I hope life returns to normal 

and I can see my friends again. 

Scott Foster 
Scott is a sports fan who loves to talk to his friends about sports. He loves every kind of sport: soccer, 

hockey, football and others. Growing up, he would go to hockey games with his father. This started a 

life-long love of sports. He began taking art this year “Art is very relaxing; it’s nice to sit and talk with 

my friends. We talk a lot about the past and our families. I want people to know that I am doing ok. I 

started making clay Raku fired fish in art class with my friend, Joan. I wanted my fish to be blue and 

green.” – Scott Foster 

Andrew Cathers 
Andrew is a self-taught artist, 38, and born in Whistler, BC. He makes art on a regular basis to keep 

himself interested, to stay challenged creatively, and to keep busy. Primarily an observer, Andrew 

takes in the world around him and returns it to us in the form of detailed fields of intense colour and 

pattern. Seeing his work in person allows you to feel all that has gone into the creation of each piece. 

“I paint things that you cannot see with the naked eye, an emotion, and an idea, things you can sense 

or feel. I am inspired by the randomness of life and patterns that occur in nature. I am creating art as 

a response to ideas and perceptions of reality.” – Andrew Cathers. 

Josiah Lam 
I was born in Burnaby. I would like people to notice my paintings. I am really good at sports and making 

new friends. I like to meet new people. I really love my mother and my father. My father likes my 

artwork. 

 



Inclusion Langley 
BridgeArt is a group of artists supported by Inclusion Langley, formerly known as The Langley 

Association for Community Living (LACL). The studio began in 1998 as a small group of individuals who 

had the desire to develop their artistic skills and to express themselves creatively. Their art includes a 

variety of subject matters and styles, including realism, abstract, impressionism and naïve art. The 

majority of the paintings are done with acrylic paint on canvas. However, each artist also experiments 

with different mediums that include collage, 3D sculptural forms, painting on glass, and creating one 

of a kind cards and functional art. BridgeArt artists show their works at local art exhibitions through 

participation in community events and projects. To purchase their artwork, some of their paintings 

are on sale here. 

This year’s participating Artists are: 

David Carins 

Bobby Brewster 

Violet Campbell 

Stanley Hernberg 

Jeannette Lavallee 

 

Karina DuPaul 

Grace Klemm 

 
 

Contact Information 

Website: https://www.facebook.com/StudioAtBridgeArt/  

Email: Clubhouse@Inclusionlangley.com 

Phone: (604) 534-861

https://www.facebook.com/StudioAtBridgeArt/
mailto:Clubhouse@Inclusionlangley.com


posAbilities 

Aegis West 
Aegis is a community inclusion program in New Westminster. The group can be found out in the 

community volunteering at various activities, delivering newspapers or going to parks and out for 

walks. This is just a few of the many of activities they do. Preparing for the INCLUSION Art Show is a 

time for the group to get together and be creative, social and just have fun! 

This year’s participating Artists are: 

Emily Chong Josiah Simpson Leo Yamamoto 
 

Buckingham House 
Kandy Kane 
Kandy Kane is fun-loving. She likes to socialize and enjoys painting.  She was supported by staff to paint 

using the right side of her palm.  Her face glows when she smiles while painting, which shows that she 

enjoys the activity.  Kandy has cerebral palsy, a seizure disorder and dysphasia.  She has a 

developmental disability, is non-verbal and non-ambulatory. Kandy used to go to Artists Helping Artists 

to socialize and has done some artwork.  You will know that she is happy by her facial expressions and 

especially by the sparkle in her eyes.   

Wally Jang 
Wally uses his feet holding a paint brush with the assistance of staff. He has used multiple tape 

techniques to create his art. Wally was born in Vancouver and starting making art when he was an 

adult.  Wally has Cerebral Palsy.  He enjoys watching sports and likes being with his family a lot.  He 

likes doing art as it is something that he can do to express who he is.  

Can Do 
Harjit Aujila 
I watch, learn and then teach. Once I've made a connection, I’m witty, kind and dynamic. I experienced 

the process of gardening in 2020, and am always open to new adventures and experiences. Acrylic 

pour painting and mixed media collage art are two styles I tried my hand at this year. I enjoy making, 

creating, painting, coloring, music and dance. 

 

Lakeside 

Lori Watt 
 

 

Lori was born in Toronto in 1963 and moved to Vancouver in 1985. Lori is very 

active, loves parties, concerts, camping and the arts. In her spare time, Lori 

enjoys taking a canvas and paint brush, heading into the backyard and painting 

what she sees and lets her imagination go wild! 

 

 

 



 

Limitless 
 

Nial Estella 
 

My name is Nial, I have many interests including playing Play Station 4, 

watching movies, cooking, looking for deals at thrift stores and doing art 

projects on occasion. 

 

 

 

Piriyanthan Parameswaran 
Piri is a Vancouver based hobby artist, who has a large appetite for life. 

Painting is one of his many preferred activities. He once noted “Painting 

is relaxing”. Piri likes bold, highly saturated colours (his favourite colour is 

pink), and paints very quickly, with zest and vigor. He prefers using larger 

strokes. Reflecting his personality, his paintings tend to be energetic, even 

the most static subjects. His preferred medium is acrylic paints, and 

photography. You’ll often see him taking pictures in the community and 

of people. Piri always brings uplifting energy to everywhere he goes, and 

with everyone he meets! 

 

 

 

Rachelle DeSousa 
Rachelle is a Vancouver community based artist, who primarily creates with 

loose strokes. Her favourite mediums include finger paint, pastels, and 

watercolours. She also enjoys making small Fimo clay figures. Unafraid of 

mess she is often found covered in paints. She is passionate about horses, 

and she can be found working on horse themed colouring books, or jewel 

stencils. Rachelle is a quiet nature girl, whose spirit resides in forests and 

mountains. She enjoys the great Canadian outdoors.  

 

 

Ysmael Marquez 
 

Ysmael is a Mt. Pleasant based artist with a passion for cowboy hats, rings, 

and watches. His choice of medium is pencil, acrylics and markers. He likes 

sketching from reference, rendering them to cartoon image, reflecting his 

passion for Nickelodeon cartoons and Yu-Gi-Oh. Ysmael likes using bright 

colours straight from the tube. His works tend to have a wonderful pop-art 

feel to it. His favourite colour is blue, and it is reflected in his artwork, and 

in his fashion. In his downtime, Ysmael can be found at local libraries, Bear 

Creek Garden, playing guitar or swimming, often interacting with local 

neighbours. 

 

 



 

Richmond Social Network 
 

Alex Kariotis 
Alex was born in Vancouver. He has always enjoyed drawing and now also likes doing photography. 

He is interested in exploring different ways to display his art. Alex likes doing art because creating art 

gives him a sense of accomplishment. He enjoys meeting and talking to people who come to the art 

show when it was an in-person show. 

 

Audrey Bytelaar 
Audrey started making art when she was an adult. She is an artist of paintings and doll crafts. She 

attends the Richmond Social Network program, which is where she creates her art. Audrey likes being 

creative and enjoys the accomplishment of the finished product. Audrey is happy and honoured to be 

able to present her art for all to see. 

 

Cullen Yee 
Cullen is a Richmond based award winning athlete and a special Olympic gold medalist in track and 

field and basketball. We discovered this passion for art when we started painting window murals at 

the program. During the pandemic, he has been able to channel his energy into painting pictures since 

a lot of his other groups and activities were canceled. Cullen has showed that one of his hidden talents 

also includes painting and art. 

 

Daisy Stephens 
Daisy was born in Prince Rupert and started making art when she was a child. Daisy is a hard worker, 

nice person and loves art. She creates her art at Richmond Social Network. She likes making art as it 

makes her happy. Her friends are her biggest supports. She is happy to be in the art show. Daisy would 

like to make people happy with her art. 

 

Jotti Leihl 
Jotti was born in Richmond and starting making art when she was an adult. She has a twin sister and 

Jotti uses a wheelchair. She also has two dogs. She creates her art at Richmond Social Network. She 

likes doing art because she gets appreciation from her peers. Her mom is her biggest supporter; as 

she is always there for her. Jotti feels good about being in the art show. 

 

Neema Lal 
Neema loves to do bead work and is always willing to try new things. She lives in Richmond. 

 

Paco Liu 
Paco was born in Hong Kong and started making art when he was an adult. He enjoys baking with 

friends and staff. He always enjoys the nice, beautiful staff people. Paco likes doing art and likes to 

copy picture books in to his art items. He also likes seeing his friends all together. The team at 

Richmond Social Network are his biggest supporters. They sometimes bring him many colours of ink 

to keep at the program. Paco likes being part of the art show and enjoys seeing all of the different art. 

 

 

 



 

Roots 

Fanny Chong  
Fanny is very dedicated to all of her projects. She is detail oriented and likes to work in collaboration 

with peers and staff. Fanny brings a light of joy each time she attends Roots. 

 

Larissa Shun 
Larissa has always had a passion for the arts. She attends Roots Day Program and is involved in the Art 

Show regularly. Her artwork is concentrated in shredding papers to different sizes and creating art 

work using figures of her imagination. Larissa is strong willed and driven, just like her art pieces. 

 

 

 

 

 

Rosemont House 

Sarah V.E. Menard 
I am smart; I’ve been painting and drawing for a long, long time. I like to 

draw and paint flowers and I like painting things from movies. I go on walks 

every day and I see flowers and greenery and come home and draw them. I 

feel happy when I draw because it makes me feel good doing it. 

 

 

 

Supported Living Network 

Steven Farr 
 

Hello, I'm Steven Farr.  I have a neurological condition affecting my 

coordination and balance so I drive myself around in a power 

wheelchair.  It's my 12th year at the art show.  I enjoy my family, painting, 

photography, dogs, tea, home improvement shows and taking care of my 

house plants.  My North Vancouver view inspires me to create and share it 

with you.   

  

 

 

 

 



 

PotteryWorks 
 

Pottery Works is a studio and gallery space located in New Westminster BC, sponsored by the 

Community Living Society. A collective of talented painters, potters and jewelers create original works 

of art for exhibition and sale. 

Some of the PotteryWorks artists receive support, others attend independently; each inspiring one 

another to reach their artistic aspirations. 

Working artists provide instruction for those who want to improve their skills and talents. 

The artists of PotteryWorks and the Color Collective, exhibit their work at art shows and galleries 

around the Lower Mainland. 

This year’s participating Artists are: 

Ashlyn Stephens 

Barbara Carter 

Colleen Yip 

Dan Tell 

Geoffrey Lee 

James Lash 

Jesse Fields 

Linda Raudonus   

Rob Bell 

Ryley Jensen Fisk  

Linda Shier 

Mark Pacey 

Sangeeta Rehki 

Sheri Lynn Seitz 

Siobhan Harris 

Tom Mackie 
Akim Zongo 

 

Contact Information 

Website: https://www.potteryworks.ca/  

Email: potteryworks@communitylivingsociety.ca 

Phone: (778) 227-1081 
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Richmond Society for Community Living 
 

Richmond Society for Community Living's art program supports artists to explore their creative 

interests, to pursue opportunities to showcase their unique gifts and talents, to believe in themselves 

and to celebrate their accomplishments.  

By focusing on exploring each artists’ skills, the programs inspire creative thinking and the 

development of fine motor skills. With the use of adapted and modified art tools when necessary, 

every participant is supported to discover their own creative talents, improving self- esteem and 

developing a sense of pride for the artists. The program participants also create beautiful and unique 

handicrafts of their choice and are taught other skills in a variety of media.  

This year’s participating Artists are: 

Abigayle Vallance 

Alysha Jutha 

Brian Nguyen 

Cathy Shannon 

Edilyn Marollano 

Gabby Lam  

Grace Tang 

Karen Kehoe 

Katelyn McPhedrian 

Kevin Lee 

Lindsay Mohninger  

Magnus Batara  

Marni Zimmerman 

Melody Edgars 

Michael Wilson Conn 

Niccole Putsey 

Rachael Matthewson 

Ryan Li  

Shawn May 

Sheryl Jaud 

Sophia Woolgar 

Vicki Himmelbauer 

 

Contact Information 

 

Website: https://www.rscl.org/ 

Email: kollson@rscl.org 

Phone: (604) 839-7597 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.rscl.org/


Studio 73 
 

Studio Seventy Three is a fused glass Studio and Gallery located in Surrey. The artists here are creating 

beautiful hand crafted, one of a kind fused glass that is both decorative and functional. They are also 

integral in the running of our Newton business. The artists are engaged in all sales, networking, and 

marketing. While promoting awareness, access, participation and appreciation of the arts within 

community they bring with them a new way of looking at our culture. They continue to give back to 

community by volunteering in things such as Adopt-A-Street or fundraising for the Heart & Stroke 

Foundation. Not only are these artists assisting to build and grow a more sustainable and enjoyable 

community they are bridging the gap among community members – where everyone can be seen as 

truly valued citizens in an inclusive community. 

Abdi 
Ashley Dheil 
Carrie Billow 

Cheyenne Hare 

Faiza 
Fatima Khan  
Harpreet Arneja 
Kurt Linke  
 

Mridu Sood  
Rachel 
Renu Shamby 
 

 

Contact Information 

 

Website: https://www.studioseventythree.ca/  

Email: studio73@communitylivingsociety.ca 

Phone: (778) 565-5095

https://www.studioseventythree.ca/
mailto:studio73@communitylivingsociety.ca


Vicuña 
Vicuña Art Studio is a studio devoted to supporting artists with diverse abilities to embrace their 

individuality, develop their talent and create inspiring works. 

Located in Maple Ridge, Vicuña welcomed its first students in 2008. The studio was created in 

response to a need for artists with diverse abilities who wanted to pursue their artistic ambitions. 

Every participant who enters the studio is assured access to professional instruction, quality canvas, 

paint, brushes, clay, and tools. They are further supported to exhibit and sell their works at gallery 

events and with local retailers. 

Owned and operated by the Ridge Meadows Association for Community Living, Vicuña is supported 

by funding from the provincial government and generous donations from its many patrons and 

supporting members. 

Contact Information 

Website: https://www.vicunaartstudio.com/  

Email: vicuna@rmacl.org  

Phone: (604) 465-7526  

 

This year’s participating Artists are: 

Alex White 
 

Alex White enjoys watching his paint brush move around the canvas, flowing 

as if dancing on the paper. He enjoys the interchange between the paint 

and the paper, water and paint and even paint on his hands after he gets a 

“high 5” with a dot of paint on his palms. Alex looks forward to his art class 

and is always ready for his next painting. 

 

 

 

Angela Mounce  
Angela Mounce enjoys her time in the studio, painting many canvases in 

one session. She often uses a large flat brush to create her dynamic abstract 

paintings. Her joyful personality is expressed through her gestural brush 

strokes. Her choice of colours that blend and contrast in her paintings along 

with her brush strokes give her paintings that visual energy. Angela also has 

been developing her new narrative paintings style, using line works and 

vibrant colours.  

 

https://www.vicunaartstudio.com/
mailto:vicuna@rmacl.org


 

Aurel Popovici  
Aurel Popovici enjoys drawing landscape views, especially village scenes. He often does copies of 

Master works from the Group of Seven. Using acrylics, he has a delicate way of painting, enjoying the 

buildup of paint on his canvas and then the final outcome. Each stroke he paints is highly considered 

and precise. With patience, he leaves little to chance in his work, creating amazingly intricate 

paintings. 

 

Brittany Tunshell 
 

Brittany Tunshell, a painter of dreams. For her signature style painting, she 

paints the background a solid colour and then paints her design on top. Her 

designs are created with unique brush strokes and wonderful combination 

of colours of her choice. Although Brittany has pin-hole vision, she carefully 

paints each bloom or swirl with a thoughtful approach to the composition. 

Often, her paintings remind the viewer of flower blooms or planets. 

 

 

Calum Matheson 
Calum Matheson likes to paint symmetrical designs and enjoys seeing how 

the paint and colours interact together. His paintings give the viewer a 

sense of calm and tranquility, which reflects personality. He is thrilled 

knowing people enjoy his work. He is interested in creating paintings that 

will please his viewers. Calum’s paintings are often turned into one of a kind 

art cards, which can be used for any occasion. 

 

Cathy Gunnewig 
 

Cathy Gunnewig enjoys painting landscapes and flowers, often getting 

inspiration from Van Gogh and The Group of Seven. Painting in acrylics, she 

uses short quick brush strokes, loosely applied, as if to hope for serendipity 

to take over but will allow her brush strokes to be more controlled. Cathy’s 

paintings are pleasing and pleasant to the viewer thus reflecting the nature 

of her own personality.  

 

 

 



Cheryl Kerpan 
Cheryl Kerpan is inspired by the places, people and experiences in her life. 

Cheryl is blind, so she paints what she hears, feels and smells. Cheryl’s 

paintings are always filled with many colours, and layers representing all 

that she has experienced in that environment. Cheryl’s work proves how 

anybody can be an artist if they put their heart and mind to the task! 

 

 

 

Christina Hooge 
 

Christina Hooge gets inspiration from her camping trips — many of her 

paintings feature water, trees, or fish. She enjoys layering paints over one 

another to achieve richer tones, and thicker textures. Christina has 

wonderful, happy memories that she loves to express on her canvas. With 

each piece she shares her beautiful perspective the world. 

 

 

 

Eric Darville 
Eric Darville has always enjoyed drawing as a child. At Vicuña he has been 

focused on watercolour and acrylic painting of landscapes. To learn, Eric 

often copies paintings from the Group of Seven painters or other landscape 

artists. The focus, steadiness and attention given when painting is a real 

outlet for him. Each art show brings success for Eric as his paintings are one 

of the first to be sold.  

 

 

H.S. 
H. S. visited Vicuńa Art Studio as a guest and tried drawing a canoe; ever since that day, she hasn’t 

stopped drawing. She draws at home and during breaks at her job and then brings her drawings to 

the studio to paint. Her paintings are known for her colorful, modern and simplified designs of 

different creatures. She often uses a soft fine brush and careful brushstrokes to paint in and around 

her figures. 

 



Jairus Farano 
 

Jairus Farano enjoys painting fun, graphic and colourful images, reflecting 

his keen interest in the changing seasons and Holidays. He is meticulous and 

very focused while painting, as if it is just him and canvas alone. He is a 

confident in painting both abstract and representational work. He is known 

for his abstract ‘Artistic Shapes’ series, which seem to flow effortlessly from 

his paintbrush. 

 

 

 

Jessica Bailuk 
Jessica Bailuk has been part of Vicuña Art Studio for more than 10 years, 

and had her first solo show in 2017. Her practice includes acrylic painting 

and pottery. She uses her skills and creativity to transform realistic figures 

into her unique style. Jessica has also designed and painted multiple 

murals in the Ridge Meadows area. 

 

 

Jessie Edgington 
 

Jessie Edgington is interested in painting scenes and people. She likes 

painting with acrylics and makes every effort to capture details in her 

paintings. Jessie is a caring person and her gentle personality is displayed in 

her paintings.  

 

 

 

 

Jimmy Kshanowski 
Jimmy Kshanowski comes from a family of artists. He has sold numerous 

paintings and prints. Jimmy mostly finds inspiration from landscape scenes 

of the ocean or lakes but he also enjoys painting other subjects. He paints 

using a long handled paintbrush and an easel, creating loose and flowy 

brushstrokes.  

 

 



Kai Chow 
 

 

Kai Chow paints with energy and confidence using a broad flat brush and 

acrylic paints. His final swirl at the finish of each painting is Kai’s signature 

style. Many of his paintings give the viewer a sense they are observing a 

terrific ocean storm or vast mountains capes. 

 

 

 

Karla Sarradet 
Karla Sarradet has tried many styles of painting over the past few years, 

from abstract to figurative. She sets goals for her paintings and works 

diligently to achieve them. Karla has a steady hand and enjoys working in 

fine detail. Her paintings are enjoyed and appreciated by many guests who 

come to the art show. Karla is often heard laughing and having a good time 

at the studio. 

 

Kyla Aroujo 
 

Kyla Aroujo is a very hard working artist who loves the creative process from 

start to finish. She likes to integrate symbols and elements of pop culture 

within her own original designs. Kyla spends time drawing out her ideas first, 

perfecting her designs before she executes them with paint. She is inspired 

by both master painters and scenes from everyday life. 

 

 

Leigh-Anne Lytle 
Leigh-Anne Lytle is an acrylic painter. She likes to paint flowers and animals. Her work is sweet and 

gentle and it reflects her personality. Leigh-Anne uses the canvas to mix her colors, granting the piece 

more interest and emotion. 

 



Lindsay Andersen 
Lindsay Andersen is an abstract expressionist painter. She conveys 

spontaneity and energy, allowing the paint and colour to express her emotion 

on each canvas. When she is in the studio painting, it is a time she can use the 

shake in her arm to her advantage. Because of this, her paintings are gestural, 

vibrant and energetic and there is a freedom felt in her paintings. Lindsay is 

keen to let others observe her while she paints. She thoroughly delights in the 

process of seeing the painting come alive from each colour she applies.  

 

Loni Neville 
 

Loni Neville is a painter with a positive spirit. She is always enthused to learn 

and paint. She especially enjoys painting animals in natural scenes. In each of 

her paintings she has shown great growth as a painter. She is a lovely person 

and her soft personality is melted into her paintings.  

 

 

Mathew Szabo 
Mathew Szabo is an artist who enjoys using vibrant colours. He likes painting animals, flowers and 

recreating his favourite movie characters. He is constantly learning new painting techniques with 

acrylic paint. 

McKenna Croteau 
 

McKenna Croteau is an ambitious painter who loves to paint animals, 

landscapes and still lives. She is highly skilled at mixing her own colours and 

this adds depth of her work. Art is a way for her to share her mind with the 

world. McKenna is often found very proud of her artistic accomplishment. 

 

 

 

Natasha Dusault 
Natasha Dusault is an enthusiastic artist that truly loves painting. She always 

strives for greatness and quality in her work, whether she is painting a 

landscape, building or animal. The challenge of painting gives her a thrill 

which shows in her work. She is always improving her skills and focuses on 

art with much diligence. 

 



Nicole Locke 
 

Nicole Locke began painting when she first started coming to Vicuña Art 

Studio years ago. She is inspired by people, colours, and landscapes. Her 

biggest artistic inspiration is painter Amedeo Modigliani. Nicole enjoys 

painting portraits the most but is always willing to broaden her interest as 

an artist. With each painting she pushes herself to make the best possible 

work. 

 

 

Shane Sauer 
Shane Sauer paints from his heart. Shane works in a mixed-media style, 

integrating paint and collage to create unique images. He loves painting 

different forms of transportation, primarily trains and cars. Humor is a 

very important part of his work. While painting he often laughs and makes 

jokes, and this shows in each final product. 

 

 

 

S. H. 
S. H. has been drawing and painting for many years. She is eager to start a new painting and always 

has several ideas on going. She is very focused while painting and has a high expectation for herself. 

She endeavors to learn new techniques and styles, experiment and have fun painting. S.H.’s favorite 

subject to paint are animals and she loves playing with vibrant colours in her paintings. 

 

Sherie Greenwood 
Sherie Greenwood is a passionate and skilled painter. Her works are very 

detail oriented, often done with fine paint brushes. Sherie enjoys painting 

animals and portraits, and is not afraid to challenge herself. Sherie’s work 

is inspired by both famous people and people she knows personally. She 

often memorializes them by painting their faces with utmost accuracy. 

Sherie also enjoys painting animals, particularly birds of many kind. 

 

 

 



 

Tammy Roantree 
Tammy Roantree is an acrylic painter who feels a deep artistic connection 

to Van Gogh’s work. Her brushstrokes are rough yet pleasing. She 

diligently practices art even in her spare time. Each stroke she makes is 

highly considered. She is both a skilled drawer and painter, and these two 

skills make her paintings amazing. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Independent Artists 
 

A.J. Brown 
Creating is my way to express my soul-voice in a way to which others 

can hear and respond. When I create, it feels like something spiritual 

guides me. I need to continue on my spiritual path, and that is through 

expressing myself. Art connects me to my Spiritual Self. My art flows 

from my Spiritual Self. My passion is creating pet portraits and abstract 

art, using ink, charcoal, chalk pastel, and watercolour. I received a 

certificate from Emily Carr University in Fine Arts Techniques and in 

Drawing.   

Contact Information 

Email: artbyajb@gmail.com 

Phone: (604) 210-6861 

 

 

 

Bart Vulliamy 
Bart is a person with autism who has had a lifelong interest in 

photography. He likes experimenting with settings, styles, and themes, 

and uses film and digital cameras. He is influenced by Saul Leiter, Robert 

Frank, and Ansel Adams. 

Contact Information 

Email: BartVphotography@gmail.com  

 

 

 

 

Daryl Dickson 
 

Daryl Dickson was born into SEKW‘EL’WAS Band, Lillooet and STL’ATL’IMX 

Nation on October 29, 1969. Art is an important means of expression as 

his speech is limited. He’s exhibited his work at: Artists Helping Artists 

(Burnaby), The Gathering Place (Port Coquitlam) and the INCLUSION Art 

Show & Sale (Vancouver). 

Contact Information 

Email: katevan@shaw.ca  

Phone: (604) 431-8282 

 

 

 

mailto:artbyajb@gmail.com
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Derek Armstrong 
 

I joined Cloudscape Comics in 2014 and I learned how to make comics, in 

2017 I make a comic called Legend of the Paladin, then I joined WePress 

since 2015 when I started a workshops of mixed media and collages for a 

very long time. 

Contact Information 

Email: derekjamesarmstrong@gmail.com 

Phone: (604) 396-5279 

 

 

Linda Edens 
An artist since the age of 5. I grew up and have resided on the North Shore 

of Vancouver my entire life. Much of my art is a reflection of the 

experiences I’ve had as a young person exploring the North Shore 

Mountains and our beautiful backyard, the wondrous coves of the West 

Vancouver area.  

Later in life, I was diagnosed with MS and eventually had to stop working. 

Out of sheer boredom, I took up art in various forms. I’ve worked on 

everything from pottery, to quilting, to watercolors, to photography and 

to personalized wooden hangers. I love anything that involves a paint 

brush! 

Contact Information 

Email: tigerlillylyn@gmail.com 

Phone: (604) 988-3000 

 

 

Mikaela Zitron 
Mikaela Zitron is a twenty six year old local Vancouver resident 

who has always enjoyed and admired art. She has recently 

discovered flow acrylics which she finds beautiful and 

therapeutic. Mikaela is a health advocate who enjoys all things 

natural. In her spare time she also enjoys cooking, reading and 

volunteering. Mikaela is a cancer survivor who lives life to the 

fullest and finds beauty in nature where she puts imagery to 

canvas. 

Contact Information 

Email: mikzitron@gmail.com 

Phone: (778) 835-0030 

 

 

mailto:derekjamesarmstrong@gmail.com
mailto:tigerlillylyn@gmail.com
mailto:mikzitron@gmail.com


 

Rebecca Nosella 
Rebecca was born in Vancouver started making art as a child.  

Rebecca has cerebral palsy and Aicardi syndrome, which is 

neurological and is only in females.  She is a peaceful/soothing 

person.  She is a teacher of patience and thought and likes to be 

included.  Rebecca creates her art at artist helping artists, The 

Shadbolt Center and at home.  Her style is uninhibited free style 

and no special tools are required.  She has shown her art at 

Shadbolt Center, Yale Town, and Victoria.  Her mom and friends 

are her biggest supporters, taking her to venues to do her art, 

buying material, cleaning up her and her creative painting, and 

helping her at shows.  Rebecca feels appreciated being in the art 

show. 

Contact Information 

Email: vicki@nosella.net 

Phone: (604) 220-7201 

 

 

Rickie Sugars 
Rickie Sugars is a seasoned professional artist with a unique style of 

painting in abstract cubism expressionism using bold colours and 

black outlines. Showing a talent in art at a very young age, Rickie 

found painting and drawing gave him peace while also offering an 

outlet to express himself.   

Rickie had his first Gallery showing, and sold his first painting, at the 

age of 17. He has since then, gone on to display and sell his art in 

several galleries and art shows throughout British Columbia, Canada.  

Rickie is a classical animation graduate from Vancouver Film School. 

He started creating animated characters well before graduation 

resulting in a partnership in an animation company that went on for 

many years following graduation.  

Continuing to pursue his artistic path, Rickie began tattooing in 2004.  This led to starting his own 

tattoo shop and the beginning of designing sculptures created from broken toys. 

Today you will find Rickie painting on canvass (or any surface, really), crafting stickers, postcards, high-

end wall murals, and interior/exterior commissioned graffiti.  With a never-ending imagination that is 

generously seasoned with wide-open creativity, Rickie is always learning, evolving, re-inventing, 

challenging, and trying new forms of art.   

Future aspirations are fashion design, film, and photography. 

mailto:vicki@nosella.net

